
RESTAURANT/QSR 



Campaign Overview 
A local Portland pizza chain is currently running a cluster-wide campaign promoting their 
various weekly offers. All of the ads clicked through to the restaurant’s website. The 
messaging within the advertisements included price points and value propositions such 
as “2 Free Games!” While both advertisements are performing well, the ad with the price 
point included in the messaging has a 2% higher engagement rate.  

Insights 
• Including a compelling price point in your messaging is 

a great way to encourage users to click through 
• Running an interactive radio campaign provides insight 

to the daypart and day of the week that an 
advertisement is performing best 

Case Study: Restaurant 



Campaign Overview 
A pizza restaurant ran a multi-ad campaign on the local Top 40 and Country stations. The 
campaign included time sensitive ads like “Today Only!” and “Tuesday: $10 for any large 
pizza!” as well as more general ads such as “Thin crust pizza, only $10!” The time-
sensitive ads had much higher open and engagement rates compared to the general ads. 
Introducing new ads throughout the three month campaign kept the users interested and 
the engagement rate steady. 

Insights 
• Time sensitive messaging is a great way create a 

sense of urgency in your customers 
• A digital campaign to accompany the on-air buy is a 

great way to extend the brand message beyond the 
broadcast 

Case Study: Restaurant 



Campaign Overview 
A popular BBQ restaurant launched an interactive radio campaign on the Portland sports 
and news radio stations. The client wanted to leverage their relationship with the local 
college football team. The campaign ran for four weeks and offered users the chance to 
win tickets to a viewing party plus a gift card to the restaurant. The campaign generated 
more than 200 unique email leads for remarketing purposes. 

Insights 
• Interactive radio campaigns allow advertisers to hyper-

target their messaging to relevant audiences 
• Leveraging local partnerships allows brands to gain 

awareness across multiple audiences   

Case Study: Restaurant 



Campaign Overview 
This campaign promoted a special offer for $4 to “fill your cup” at the local frozen yogurt 
chain. We directed users to a Google map that had all locations listed. The ad ran on 
several stations, however the copy was adjusted on one station feed to be specific to 
their listener demographics.  

Insights 
• Customizing the copy to speak to your audience will 

result in higher engagement rates compared to generic 
messaging 

• Providing an enticing offer and easy way for users to 
find a nearby location can convert to sales  

Case Study: QSR 



Campaign Overview 
The popular steakhouse, The Palm restaurant, ran a two month campaign with our San 
Antonio partner. The purpose of the campaign was to drive awareness of their dinner 
special. The ad tapped through to the restaurant’s reservations page. After a few weeks, 
the engagement rate dipped. To counter-act the dip, the campaign was optimized by 
changing the ad headline. The engagement rate went back up and the client increased 
the campaign to an eight month buy. The restaurant has seen an 11% spike in 
reservations compared to this time last year.  

Insights 
• Optimization works! Changing the creative, copy or 

offer is a great way to refresh a campaign that’s seen a 
dip in performance 

• Providing users with a mobile friendly URL for 
reservations is a great way to ensure conversion  

Case Study: Fine Dining 



Campaign Overview 
The Mellow Mushroom restaurants in Charlotte, NC wanted to increase brand awareness 
and drive consumers to their business. To do so, the restaurant ran a three week long 
campaign with two different offers. The restaurant changed up the offer half way through 
the campaign to keep users interested. The campaign ran across seven radio stations 
but really shined amongst three of them, giving the advertiser  insights about their target 
demographic and optimization strategies for future campaigns. 

Insights 
• Incentivized advertisements (i.e. giving away discounts 

and coupons) are likely to drive traffic into your 
restaurant 

• Providing users with a new promotion during your 
campaign will keep them interested and engaged in 
your brand 

Case Study: Restaurant Scratch Off 
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